DIGITAL ASSETS FOR TRADITIONAL INVESTORS
The global perception of cryptocurrency has improved dramatically in recent years and is increasingly
becoming an accepted part of the financial landscape. Institutions are realising they must adopt this new
digital asset class to round out a diversified portfolio, or risk losing relevance.

Bitcoin in Numbers
Bitcoin has become too big for institutional investors to ignore
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Does Bitcoin deserve a place as an asset class in your long-term portfolio?
With attractive characteristics that round out a diversified portfolio
Asymemetric Return Profile – Impact of adding BTC to a traditional equities / bonds portfolio
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Including even a small exposure to Bitcoin has historically significantly improved the
risk/reward profile for a traditional 60/40 (US) equity/bond investment portfolio
•

The global perception of Bitcoin has improved dramatically in
recent years and is becoming an accepted part of the financial
landscape. An increasingly attractive and accessible market for
traditional investors, institutions now realise they must adopt this
new digital asset-class.
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Shifting Tides
Traditional financial asset management firms are openly advocating cryptocurrencies
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Citigroup consolidated its views on the cryptocurrency market claiming that Bitcoin is “at the tipping
point” for mainstream adoption and “may be optimally positioned to become the preferred currency
for global trade” Bitcoin: At the Tipping Point, March 2021

Recognised Investment Vehicle
Regulated financial institutions could bring balance to the space

Within a Regulated
Institutional Framework

Today’s Bitcoin
Market Characteristics
Hype and misinformation
on crypto assets

Regulation brings a greater
transparency and understanding

Notorious for extremely
high price volatility

Financial institution investment
could provide more stability

Fragmented and inconsistent
regulatory frameworks

Regulated platforms bring greater
compliance and confidence

Difficult for Bitcoin to
enter institutional portfolios

Secure and de-risked investments
in Bitcoin performance

Bitcoin as a Legitimate Investment
The Jacobi Bitcoin Exchange Traded Fund (ETF)
is the only fully approved and regulated Bitcoin ETF launched with tier 1 firms.
As an open ended ETF, it offers the simplest and safest place for institutional,
professional and sophisticated investors to access Bitcoin.
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Simple and Safe
Introduce client portfolios to the opportunities of digital assets

Simple

Safe
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Same structure as any other
regulated financial product

•

Transparent, compliant and
secure capital markets framework

•

Underlying performance of Bitcoin
in a traditional open-ended fund

•

Top tier institutional custody
and liquidity firms

•

Avoid the challenge and risk of
handling the assets directly

•

Exchange-traded, fully regulated
and centrally cleared Bitcoin
financial instrument

•

Trade shares of the fund with real-time
price discovery as you would any
other exchange-traded asset

•

The highest level of insurance of
any Bitcoin ETF worldwide

“We are excited to be launching a new secure, transparent and accessible product to track the performance
of Bitcoin. We are de-risking investments in crypto by removing the technology risk associated with the physical
asset and the counterparty risk associated with traditional funds or tracker products, that are unregulated leveraged
debt instruments. We are proud to collaborate with Europe’s leading regulated firms for a truly tier 1 offering to
service market demand.”
Jamie Khurshid, CEO of Jacobi Asset Management

“The Jacobi Bitcoin ETF will finally bring digital assets wholly into the mainstream investment infrastructure
with the support of the leading firms we are working with. It will provide investors with the opportunity to
participate directly in physically-settled Bitcoin. This new ETF provides simple, secure, accessible investing
into one of the world’s most exciting asset classes via some of the world’s leading regulated entities.”
Roy McGregor, Chairman of Jacobi Asset Management

For further details please contact:
jacobiam.com
jacobi@jacobiam.com
linkedin.com/company/jacobiassetmgt/
twitter.com/jacobiassetmgt
instagram.com/jacobiassetmgt/

